Older kids can __ one meal a week; it doesn’t have to be fancy
Teens should be able to mow the __, even with a riding mower
Clean your __; it’s a pig sty!
Young children can help by picking up their __
Some chores need to be done __ and some are only on weekends
__ the floor after meals to make sure there are no crumbs left
Washing the __ by hand can give you waterlogged fingers
Shirts can be __ at home instead of sending them to the dry cleaners
__ your bed first thing in the morning is a good habit
In the fall, __ leaves becomes necessary if you have trees
__ regularly can help reduce allergies
Take out the __, please
When doing the __, don’t mix your colors and whites
When __ the table, make sure everyone gets a fork and knife
__ the dog is good exercise for the dog too
If you have houseplants make sure they get __ regularly
__ may be tough on the knees, but makes the garden look better
Be careful with the chemicals when cleaning the __
__ the table after dinner is a nice way to help out
If it snows a lot the driveway or sidewalk may need to be __
The carpet should be __ at least once a week
A weekly __ might encourage a child to do their chores on time
Children can carry in or put away __ after shopping trips
If you have a cat, changing the __ __ can be a useful chore
Instead of __ the toilet weekly you can use a bleach tablet
The __ must be loaded and then unloaded once it’s clean
__ can be a chore if an older child watches a younger sibling
Having weekly chores teaches kids __